
IC24 SaaS Protect ion for  

GOOGLE WORKSPACE

Consilien's IC24 SaaS Protection ensures the protection of your Google Workplace
(formerly G Suite) It is a fully managed backup, search, restore, and export solution
for Gmail, Shared Drives, Contact, and Calendar.

GOOGLE WORKSPACE IS NOT
AUTOMATICALLY PROTECTED

With more and more companies depending
on Google Workspace for collaboration and
business operations, these risks are
impossible to ignore. Backup is just as
important in the cloud as it is in traditional,
on-premises IT systems. An independent,
third-party, SaaS backup solution is the best
way to protect organizations against the
most common data loss pitfalls.

Malware or ransomware attacks
Malicious end-user activity
Accidental data overwrites
Canceled account subscriptions

As organizations increasingly move data into
cloud-based applications, many believe that
traditional best practices such as data
backup are outdated. After all, SaaS
applications are always available, accessible
from anywhere, and highly redundant, so
why is backup necessary?
The single leading cause of this data loss?
End-user error. Other common culprits
include:

GOOGLE WORKSPACE IS
VULNERABLE TO RANSOMWARE

Many organizations mistakenly believe that
Google Workspace data is automatically
protected in Google Vault. But that’s only
partially true. While Google Vault does
include some primitive recovery capabilities
it does not protect against:



Data loss due to permanent deletion: If an
admin or end-user permanently deletes data,
files are only recoverable for a short period of
time. Plus, it doesn’t provide admins the
granular control they need—only a restore of
all deleted items in a 25-day window. 
Data loss due to a RANSOMWARE attack: If
your business suffers a ransomware attack,
Google doesn’t allow you to roll back your data
to a point in time before the corruption
occurred. 
Data loss due to inactive licenses: As one
would expect, an active Google Workspace
license is required to access Google Workspace
data. Unfortunately, inactive or deprovisioned
user data is permanently deleted, and there is
no rollback option.

WHY SAAS PROTECTION FOR
GOOGLE WORKSPACE?

Automated, continuous backups:
Protect Gmail, Calendar, Contacts, and
Shared Drives with 3x daily backups or
perform additional backups as needed at
any time.
Flexible retention: Not all organizations
are the same. That’s why IC24 SaaS
Protection offers different data retention
options to meet your individual needs.

Trusted Backup
You can be confident that your Google
Workplace data is protected with a reliable,
robust service designed to reduce the risk
and time needed to manage backups.

Point-in-time restore and export:
Consilien can quickly restore or export
data from a specific point-in-time before
a data loss event occurred.
Non-destructive restore process:
Quickly identify and recover individual
objects or entire accounts with related
records and folder structure intact.
Cross-user restore: Restore data from
one Google Workspace user account into
another.

Fast & Effortless Restore

Effective Monitoring and Management
Consilien proactively monitors your backups.
So, you can be confident in the status of all
backup and recovery operations with
detailed, actionable reports.

Security and compliance: IC24 SaaS
Protection backs up data in compliance
with Service Organization Control (SOC 1/
SSAE 16 and SOC 2 Type II) reporting
standards and supports HIPAA and GDPR
compliance needs.
Ransomware protection: Should data
be encrypted we can roll back data to a
point in time before ransomware attacks.
Custom data retention: Keep data
indefinitely or adjust retention settings to
meet compliance standards.

Data Protection and Compliance
Protect valuable business data from
accidental or malicious acts.

READY TO GET STARTED?

Contact a Consilien Sales Specialist Today.
E: Sales.Dept@Consilien.com
P: 866-680-3388 
v: www.Consilien.com


